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Abstract
Tungsten (W) is considered as a promising candidate for plasma-facing materials for future
nuclear fusion devices, and selecting optimal alloying constituents is a critical issue to improve radiation resistance of the W alloys as well as to improve their mechanical properties.
We conducted in the current study a series of first-principles calculations for investigating
solvent-solute mixed dumbbells in W crystals. The results suggested that titanium (Ti),
vanadium (V), and chromium (Cr) are favorable as solutes for W alloys from irradiationeffect perspectives because these elements are expected to promote vacancy-interstitial recombination without causing radiation-induced precipitation that reduces ductility of irradiated materials.
Key words: first-principles method, W alloys, mixed dumbbells, low-symmetrical
configuration, migration path

1. Introduction
Tungsten (W) metals and alloys are considered as a promising candidate for plasmafacing materials for future nuclear fusion devices because of its high melting temperature,
high resistance to sputtering, and high thermal conductivity. See related review articles
[1, 2] and the references therein for detail. However, radiation-induced effects, such as
swelling [3] and increase in deuterium retention [4] seem to threaten its actual applicability.
Generally speaking, primary damage of neutron and ion irradiation to crystalline materials
is the displacement of countless atoms from their original lattice positions; this causes many
interstitial atoms, which become important players of the microstructural evolution. So far, a
∗
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lot of knowledge on interstitials not only in W crystals but also in other body-centered-cubic
(BCC) transition metals have been accumulated. For instance, the most favored position
of the interstitial atoms depends on element of interstitial: interstitials of light elements,
such as hydrogen, helium, carbon, and oxygen, locate at octahedral site or tetrahedral
site, on the other hands those of transition metals including self-interstitial atoms (SIAs)
favor forming dumbbells, i.e., two atoms share a lattice site. Accordingly, heavy atoms in
W crystals displaced by irradiation usually forms dumbbells. It had been conventionally
assumed that such dumbbells would be configured in some symmetrical directions such as
in <111>, <110>, or <100> [5]. For example, <111> SIA dumbbells in W crystals used to
be recognized as the most energetically-favored configuration [6], and such SIAs would give
one-dimensional (1D) motion: An atom in a dumbbell jumps to the first nearest neighboring
(1NN) site, and it forms another dumbbell there; in the next step the atom initially located
at the 1NN site jumps to the next leaving the atom that came to the site in the previous
step. Currently, SIA dumbbells in a low-symmetrical direction between <111> and <110>
are believed to be the most energetically-favored in W crystals [7]; they are called a <11h >
dumbbell [7] or a bridge dumbbell [8]. Note that the 1D migration described above is
practically observable even for the low-symmetrical SIAs [9] (see also Fig. 1).
In the case of irradiation of W alloys, there are two possible consequences for displaced
W atoms (i.e., an SIA): If the SIA and a solute substitutional are attractive, they form
a stable solvent-solute dumbbell after the SIA migrates and reaches the vicinity of the
solute within the reaction radius; on the other hand, if these are repulsive to each other the
displaced W atoms keep migrating without forming the mixed dumbbells. Rhenium (Re)
and Osmium (Os) are produced from W through nuclear transmutation, and they would
naturally be solute elements of W crystals under neutron irradiation. In such an alloy, such
stable solvent-solute mixed dumbbells appear because the SIA and Re and Os substitutional
atoms are attractive. Our previous study [7] analyzes the atomistic migration patterns of
these two transmuted elements and indicates that the mixed dumbbells composed of Re (or
Os) and W atoms are separated, and the Re (or Os) atom jumps to the 1NN site forming
another mixed dumbbell. As discussed in the previous work [7, 11], if only this kind of events
is allowed, possible migration paths are extremely limited. For example, a mixed dumbbell
in <111> seemingly jumps back and forth between two neighboring sites. However, this
is not the case because rotation of these mixed dumbbells is commonly easy; these solute
elements can be carried for long distance by iteration of jumping and rotation events, letting
them be capable of fast three-dimensional (3D) migration [11]. These findings significantly
changed the landscape of the solute migration in W, because such SIA-Re complexes had
been thought as an immobile defect [12]. Other solute interstitials such as vanadium (V) and
titanium (Ti) interstitials in W crystals are also found to form stable mixed-dumbbells with
a W atom [8] and to migrate easily keeping the form of mixed dumbbells [13] as described
above.
Re and Os experimentally proved to suppress radiation-induced defects [3, 14–19]. Through
comprehensive theoretical discussions based on various pieces of experimental evidence [9],
the 3D fast migration mentioned above seems to an origin of this phenomenon; this suggests
that other solute elements may cause the similar effect. To optimize the property of W
2

Figure 1: An example of 1D migration path of bridge dumbbell SIA: Despite of the fluctuation of the
dumbbell direction, the migration paths becomes linear [9] as observed in experiments [10].
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alloys as plasma-facing materials it is critical to explore the long-time kinetics of various
solute elements under irradiation, but such a study is still halfway; kinetics of only Re and
Os have been partly examined so far [9, 11, 13, 20]. For this reason, parameters for various
atomistic events related to many possible solute elements are indispensable.
In this paper, we examined stability and mobility of various solute interstitials in W crystals to search for candidates of solute elements of radiation-resistant W alloys. To be more
specific, we intended to give comprehensive information necessary to the kinetic modeling
of solute behavior under irradiation. In the current study, chromium (Cr) and molybdenum
(Mo) interstitials were found to form stable mixed-dumbbells in addition to Re, Os, Ti,
and V interstitials, which are previously known as solutes forming stable mixed-dumbbells
[7, 8]. The energetically-favored direction of the stable dumbbells was a low-symmetrical
one between <111> and <110>, except <110> W-Os mixed dumbbells. Further detailed
first-principles study suggested that Ti , V, and Cr would be favorable alloying elements for
radiation-resistant W alloys.
2. Computational methodology
The density functional theory (DFT) is applied to conduct the first-principles calculations
in the framework of generalized gradient approximation with projector-augmented wave
(PAW) pseudopotentials [21] using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [22].
We, within this framework, adopt Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof pseudopotentials [23] from the
VASP library. For all DFT calculations, we use a cut-off energy of 350 eV for the planewave basis with a first-order Methfessel-Paxton scheme employing a smearing parameter of
0.1 eV. Supercells applied are composed of 250 BCC lattice sites, having a dimension of
(5a×5a×5a), respectively, where a is the lattice constant obtained by the volume relaxation
DFT calculation. For this supercell, the Monkhorst-Pack 3×3×3 k-point meshes [24] is
used to sample the Brillouin zone. The periodic boundary condition is applied to all three
directions for each case. In each DFT calculation the total energy is obtained after relaxation
of atomic positions without volume relaxation. Gharaee and Erhart [8] gave a systematic
investigation how the formation energy of solute interstitial in W crystals changes in different
size of super cells. Their results indicate that the estimated values increase as the system size
increases, and that the increase rate does not vary with types of interstitials: the equation
to calculate binding energy of an SIA to a solute atom from total energy values is
EbSIA,α = EfSub−α + EfSIA − min(EfSIA,α ),

(1)

where EfSub−α is the formation energy of α-element substitutional atom; min(EfSIA,α ) is the
formation energy of the most energetically-favored SIA-solute complex, and we exclusively
assumed that the most energetically-favored form of this complex is a solvent-solute mixeddumbbell in the direction between <111> and <110> from our previous DFT study [7]. Note
that the minimum formation energy of each mixed dumbbell is calculated not by nudged
elastic band method explained below but by ordinary independent relaxation. Likewise, to
calculate binding energy of a vacancy to a solute atom is given by:
Ebvacancy,α = EfSub−α + Efvacancy − Efvacancy,α ,
4

(2)

where Efvacancy and Efvacancy−α are vacancy and vacancy-solute complex formation energy
values, respectively. Note that any binding energies obtained here do not depend upon the
cohesive energy of solute element. As mentioned above the binding energy is evaluated from
the difference between two formation energy values for different configuration of interstitials.
So large part of the system size effect is canceled out by this subtraction, and the system
size effect, i.e., the constant volume effect of the binding energy would not be significant.
The definition of a migration energy is the energy barrier between two stable atomic
configurations. To evaluate this, the energy pathway between these two states is calculated
using the nudged elastic band method, whose functionality is fully embedded in VASP. For
all energy barrier calculations, we considered five intermediate points (or images) along the
pathway, each of which was also calculated under the constant volume condition. Migration
energy is also evaluated from the difference between two formation energy values, then we
expect the constant volume effect is not significant either. As solute elements, we selected
group 4, 5 and 6 transition metallic elements, Ti, V, Cr, zirconium (Zr), niobium (Nb), Mo,
hafnium (Hf), tantalum (Ta) and elements produced by nuclear transmutation in W under
neutron irradiation, i.e., Re and Os. Note that we used the results in our previous paper [9]
for the cases of Re and Os when available. These elements cover a broad range of alloying
possibility in W. We used standard pseudopotentials in VASP library except for Nb, for
which a pseudopotential treating p semi-core states as valence states was used. Because
we confirmed magnetic calculations for Cr interstitials in W crystals made no meaningful
difference from the paramagnetic ones, all the calculations were done in the paramagnetic
state.
3. Results
3.1. Stability of mixed dumbbells
First of all, we discuss the stability of mixed dumbbells; the binding energy of each
mixed dumbbell is summarized in Fig. 2 with vacancy-solute binding energy that will be
discussed later in this paper. According to the figure, the mixed dumbbells are stable when
the solute atom in the pair is Ti, V, Cr, Mo, Re, or Os. In addition to previously-known
stable mixed dumbbells, W-Re, W-Os, W-Ti, W-V dumbbells, we found that W-Cr and
W-Mo pairs also form stable mixed-dumbbells, while Zr, Nb, Hf, and Ta do not form stable
mixed-dumbbells, and are easy to separate into an SIA and a substitutional. We found that
all the three Period-4 elements, i.e., Ti, V, and Cr form stable mixed dumbbell, while no
clear tendency was found for Period-5 and -6 elements. In addition, we observed the binding
energy tends to increase as the group number does.
In the following, we will exclude the discussion on the mixed dumbbells with the negative
(repulsive) binding energy, because those dumbbells are hard to be created, and their lifetime
would be extremely short even if they were created. The energy map of various solvent-solute
dumbbells during the rotation from <111> through <110> is shown in Fig. 3. The lowsymmetrical direction is the most energetically-favored for all the mixed dumbbells with
the exception of W-Os mixed dumbbells being the most stable at <110> direction. If the
direction of the most energetically-favored dumbbells is represented by <11h >, h is between
5

Figure 2: Binding energy between various solute atoms and an SIA, and between the solute atoms and a
vacancy. All the values shown here are given by the current study except for the Os case, for which we used
the results from the previous study [9].

0.3-0.7, the exact value being dependent on the solute element. The energy depression at
<11h > from other symmetrical directions is also dependent on the solute element. Note
that the influence of elastic interaction along the <111> direction on the stability of the
<111> dumbbell is thoroughly discussed in a previous work using non-cubic supercells [7]
and confirms that there is no influence on the equilibrium structure of the mixed dumbbells.

3.2. Mobility of mixed dumbbells
As mentioned above, we only analyze stable mixed-dumbbells, for which positive energy
is necessary to separate them into an SIA and a solute substitutional atom. We can ignore
this separation event for the solute migration analyses because solute substitutionals are not
mobile by themselves; this section concentrates on the atomistic events in the form of mixed
dumbbell whose outline is already mentioned in Introduction, i.e., it is composed of solute
atom’s jump to 1NN position and rotation of the dumbbell.
For the mixed dumbbells jumping to a 1NN site, three paths can be considered in the
cases that the bridge dumbbell is the most energetically-favored, as illustrated in Fig. 4a,
that is 1 → 2 → 1 ’, 3 , and 4 → 5 → 4 ’. In the case that the <110> dumbbell is the
most stable, practically only one path 5 is possible. The results given by DFT calculations
for all the events, 1 - 5 , are summarized in Table 1. The energy barriers for 1 → 2 → 1 ’,
3 , and 4 → 5 → 4 ’ are E1 + E2 , E3 , and E4 + E5 , respectively. Notice that the easiest
migration path for Ti and Re interstitials go through a <110> direction before the jump to
1NN site, that is, the 4 → 5 → 4 ’ path. As shown in Fig. 3, the depression of the energy
map is shallow for Ti and Re, and the bridge and <110> directions are almost degenerated,
6

Figure 3: Energy map of the mixed dumbbells between <111> and <110> as a function of h of the <11h >
representation.

and 4 → 5 → 4 ’ path is almost equivalent to 3 within the accuracy of the DFT calculation.
For the other elements, the direct jump path 3 are the energetically-easiest. Notice that
all the migration energy values, E3 s are similar, i.e., between 0.12 eV and 0.16 eV although
each energy map between <111> and <110> is unique as shown in Fig. 3.
Next, we discuss mixed dumbbells in the bridge direction rotating over a <110> direction
and stabilizing as another bridge dumbbell. Fig. 4b is a 3D image of typical directions of
dumbbells. Note that only one rotation path per bridge dumbbell over a <110> direction
is possible, such as [11h] → [110] → [11h]. In fact, our NEB calculations confirmed that
the easiest rotation path never bypath the <110> direction. As shown in Fig. 5, this
rotation let a mixed dumbbell migrate to a second nearest neighboring (2NN) site and is
necessary to the long-distance migration. Note that mixed dumbbells, which has the lowest
formation energy at the <110> direction, are naturally possible to migrate to a 2NN site as
this rotation event is not necessary. This rotation barrier energy is obtained by the excess
value of the dumbbell’s formation energy at the <110> direction from that at the bridge
direction, corresponding to the event 4 in Fig. 4a. The results are given as E4 in Table 1;
the values are scattered over the range of 0.04-0.26 eV because of the unique energy pathway
as shown in Fig. 3.
As you notice from Fig. 6, if the rotation over the <111> in addition to the <110>
direction is allowed, solute atoms can migrate in the direction opposite to that in Fig. 5.
As shown in Fig. 4b, three bridge dumbbells are in the vicinity of a <111> dumbbell, and
there are two equivalent rotation events from a bridge dumbbell over a <111> direction. If
these two events are allowed in addition to the rotation event over <110> direction, solute
atoms can migrate in any direction. Note that our DFT calculation confirm that the easiest
rotation path of this type never bypath the <111> direction. This event corresponds to 1
7

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a)The migration paths of mixed dumbbells: the red circles indicate solute atoms, (b) Schematic
diagram of dumbbell’s direction in W crystals including low symmetrical ones denoted by red arrows

Figure 5: Migration path of a solute atom denoted by a red circle to the 2NN site: Rotation beyond [011]
direction enable this migration path.
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Figure 6: Migration path of a solute atom denoted by a red circle to the 2NN site: Rotation beyond [101]
direction in addition to [111] direction remove the restriction of migration behaviors.
Table 1: Migration and rotation barrier energy (eV) of stable solvent-solute mixed dumbbells: Ei (i = 1, 5)
is the barrier energy for event i .

W-Ti
W-V
W-Cr
W-Mo
W-Re

E1
0.25
0.32
0.39
0.23
0.10

E2
0.02
No barrier
No barrier
No barrier
0.14

E3
0.15
0.13
0.12
0.13
0.16

E4
0.04
0.17
0.18
0.27
0.06

E5
0.10
No barrier
No barrier
Not converged
0.10

in Fig. 4a. Notice that, in addition to the pure rotation path over the <111> direction with
the barrier energy being E1 , the path can be substituted by the consecutive back-and-forth
jumps, 3 → 3 ’ with the barrier energy of each jump being E3 . Table 1 indicates that the
easiest path only for W-Re dumbbells is the pure rotation because E1 < E3 is satisfied, and
for the remaining bridge dumbbells the alternative consecutive back-and-forth jumps are
the easier. An important lesson given here is that the migration path of the solvent-solute
dumbbell is dependent on the solute element.
4. Discussion
The results in the previous section indicated that all the stable solvent-solute mixed
dumbbells shown in Table 1 can easily migrate with 3D motion. In our previous study [9], the
mechanism how solute elements suppress radiation-induced defects is discussed, and a verylikely cause of this phenomenon is this 3D migration that increases the vacancy-interstitial
recombination probability compared with 1D migration of SIAs in pure W. For example, we
already know that Re and Os produced from W by nuclear transmutation reactions under
neutron irradiation able to reduce surviving defects as described above. Demerit of these
elements as alloying constituents is that they cause radiation-induced precipitation (RIP)
that leads to hardening and embrittlement of the materials [14, 15, 18, 25]. Full picture of
nucleation and growth of the RIP are still under discussion, but people generally believe
that attractive binding energy between vacancy and a solute substitutional is essential as
well as attractive binding energy between an SIA and the solute substitutional [20, 26, 27],
9

because the vacancy and interstitial, both of which drag solute atoms, recombine to each
other and cause the aggregation of solute atoms.
So far we have been discussing about vacancies recombining single isolated interstitials,
but under realistic situation it is possible for vacancies to annihilate at different locations,
such as at the boundary of precipitates, grain boundaries, dislocations, interstitial clusters.
The recombinations at these locations are discussed in our previous study [9], and through
various experimental data [16–18, 28] we had reached the conclusion that the suppression
of radiation effects in experiments cannot be explained without the influence from the 3D
motion of the mixed dumbbells, although we do not deny the possibility that other defects
work as recombination sites and alleviate the radiation effects.
Fig. 2 shows binding energy (eV) of solute substitutionals and vacancy at the first
nearest neighbor (1NN) and the second nearest neighbor (2NN). These results well agree
with the previous study [29, 30]. Re and Os, which cause RIP in W crystals, have all
positive (attractive) binding energies as expected, while Ta, which does not cause RIP [31],
do not have any positive values. Ti, V, and Cr have repulsive interaction to vacancies, and
accordingly, these are possible alloying elements which would be expected to reduce the
irradiation effect without causing RIP. The discussion here does not necessarily suggest that
Ti, V, and Cr are the best alloying elements of W for fusion application. W is so brittle at
low temperatures that its ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) is in the range
of 250◦ C ∼ 600◦ C [32] and that it reaches as high as ∼ 700◦ C after ∼ 1 dpa irradiation
[33]. Alloying of W often changes elastic properties [34, 35], and it also causes hardening
[36, 37] as solute atoms may become obstacles for dislocation motion [38]; especially pure W
is already highly brittle. We already know that Re improves the ductility of W materials at
low temperatures [39], but its mechanism is still unclear although some limited theoretical
work exists [40–42]. Besides, we ought to avoid solute elements that cause radioactive
products under irradiation as much as possible. Consequently, the alloying elements in W
crystal applied for plasma-facing materials must be selected from various perspectives.
As described above, 3D motion of the mixed dumbbells is the most probable reason of
the suppression of the radiation effect in dilute alloys, while pure solute dumbbells may
appear more concentrated alloys. These dumbbells are formed from the binding of a mobile
solute-tungsten mixed-dumbbell and an immobile solute substitutional, so we expect the
formation of Ti-Ti, Cr-Cr, Mo-Mo, Re-Re, and Os-Os dumbbells. Fig. 7 is the energy map
of the pure solute dumbbells between <111> and <110> directions and indicates that the
bridge direction is energetically most favored for Cr-Cr and Mo-Mo dumbbells, while the
<110> direction is energetically most favored for the remaining pure solute dumbbells. Fig.
8 shows the binding energy of each pure solute dumbbell at the most energetically favored
direction. If a binding energy of pure solute dumbbells is larger than vacancy migration
energy, the recombination would be regulated by the 3D vacancy migration rather than 3D
mixed-dumbbell migration. As shown in Fig. 8, the mixed-dumbbell migration mechanism
is dominant for Ti, Mo, and Re cases, while the vacancy migration mechanism is dominant
for V, Cr, and Os cases. Whichever the recombination mechanism is dominant, 3D migration
reduce the surviving defects in comparison to the 1D motion of SIAs.
According to Fig. 3, the energy depression at the formation energy of the stable mixed10

Figure 7: Energy map of the pure solute dumbbells between <111> and <110> as a function of h of the
<11h > representation.

Figure 8: Binding energy of pure solute dumbbells: the level line shows the vacancy migration energy.
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Figure 9: Excess energy of the most energetically-favored direction from the energy of <111> direction as a
function of the binding energy of the most energetically-favored mixed dumbbells; Note that binding energy
of SIA is zero.

dumbbells at the low-symmetrical direction becomes meaningfully larger than that of <111>
dumbbells (i.e. crowdions) compared with the SIA dumbbell whose binding energy is nil; this
implies that the binding energy should contribute to the stability of the non-crowdion type
dumbbells. To confirm this hypothesis the excess energy of the non-crowdion dumbbells
from that of the crowdion is represented as a function of the binding energy between an
SIA and each solute (Fig. 9): The diagram indicates that the relative stability of the noncrowdion dumbbells is dependent on the binding energy. This suggests that the departure
from the <111> direction is caused not by the repelling interaction along the compressive
<111> direction but by the attractive interaction between the dumbbell and atoms in tensile
<111> directions. The above notion is still speculative and must be confirmed by more
detailed analyses in the future.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we examined the stability of solvent-solute mixed dumbbells in W crystals
by using first-principles DFT calculations, and Cr and Mo interstitials were found to form
stable solvent-solute mixed-dumbbells in addition to Re, Os, Ti, and V interstitials, which
are already known as stable mixed-dumbbells. The most energetically-favored direction of
all the stable dumbbells except <110> W-Os mixed dumbbells were low-symmetrical one
between <111> and <110>. The discussion in the present study suggests that Ti, V, and Cr
would be favorable alloying elements from the irradiation-effect perspectives because these
are expected to promote vacancy-interstitial recombination without causing precipitation.
The DFT data given here is essential information for kinetic modeling of radiation-induced
12

microstructural evolution, and such modeling is necessary for computationally pursuing
optimal W alloys for plasma-facing materials.
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